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Is it the Corruption of French ThoughtProcesses that Purists Fear? A Response toHenriette Walter
Jean-Marc DewaeleDepartment of French, Birkbeck College, University of London, London WC1H0PD, UKThe arguments put forward by purists in defence of the French language are based onthe idea of the genius of French and of French clarity. Meschonnic (1997) notes thatthese concepts are akin to myths and originate from the history of several domains:language, grammar, linguistics, literature, culture, politics and philosophy (1997: 26).Perceivedin the light of these myths, French can be presentedas clear,perfect,immuta-ble, rich, universal and pure. In her contribution, Henriette Walter does not give anexplicit opinion about the attitude of purists, but does indicate her disagreement withthis myth of the perfection, richness, purity and fixed state of the French language. Sheclearly supports a welcoming attitude since she presents French as a host language thatis enriched by foreign words, but does introduce some distinctions. When it comes torecentanglicisms,she questions whether there arereallyas many borrowings as peoplesuppose, and disapproves of borrowed words which parallel existing French words.What Henriette Walter does not do however, is to define the criteria which makes aborrowed word an acceptable part of the language. We also need to identify themoment when ‘consensus’ and ‘purity’ mesh into one.Meschonnic (1997) talks of the purity disease. According to him, the metaphorof health, when applied to language, is immediately sexualised: ‘a pure languagewould be a language which had not been penetrated by any foreign elements’(1997: 193). He retraces the origin of the struggle for purity back to the end of the16th century, when there were attempts to free the language from italianisation,to combat calques of the scholarly, Hellenic or Latin type, and to suppress all thatwas regional, popular or technical. The aim was, as Vaugelas recommended, toachieve a language which will imitate the best practice to be witnessed at thecourt. The 8656 borrowed words itemised by Henriette Walter show how illu-sory it is to talk of the ‘purity’ of French. French has adopted foreign lexemes intoits vocabulary since its beginnings and their history is often impossible to retrace.To speak of French in its pure state is reminiscent of the garden of Eden before theoriginal sin; it exists only as a fantasy.In our view, the hostility of purists towardsthe adoption of foreign words intoFrench, towards ‘impurities’, is founded mainly on a combination of two beliefs:the myth of the purity of the language, and another myth (Wise, 1997), notablythe existence of a tight link between language and thought. Whence the secretanxiety that language pollution may lead to the corruption of thinking.The linguistic theory of relativity has had a great influence and thrown a longshadow. It can be traced back to Wilhelm von Humboldt and his Weltanschauunghypothesis. He considered that the world vision of a speaker of language Adiffers from that of a speaker of language B because of differences in the internal1352 0520/99/03 0231-04 $10.00/0 © 1999 J-M. DewaeleCURRENT ISSUES IN LANGUAGE & SOCIETY Vol. 6, No. 3&4, 1999231
structure (innere Sprach Form) of their respective languages. In assimilatingthought and language, Humboldt denied the possibility of thought outsidelanguage and believed therefore in the collective thinking of the nation (Geist),which created its national language.These ideas are also found in the 1835 preface to the Dictionnaire de l’Académie:‘a language is the form of a people’s spirit which is apparent and visible; whentoo many ideas foreign to this people enter all at once into this form, they break itand cause it to decompose; and instead of a national and intrinsic physiognomy,there remains something indistinct and cosmopolitan’ (pp. ix–x).Later on, the linguistic relativity hypothesis (Fouyer & Dewaele, 1998) isfound in the work of Guillaume for whom: ‘each people has its potential way ofthinking, naturally poised on the horizon of its language’ (1919: 313). Language isthus a system of representation (Guillaume, 1951: 208) which affects thespeaker’s perception of the universe. The speaker of a more ‘primitive’ languagewill inevitably have a more ‘primitive’ world view than the speaker of a ‘morecivilised and logical’ language. The use to which racistscould put such a theory ismore than evident. The development of civilisation goes hand in hand with thedevelopment of language (Guillaume, 1951: 209). The degree of sophistication ofcertain aspects of the language is a clear indicator of this. For example, how thelanguage deals with the question of number correlates closely to the complexityof the society (Guillaume, 1919: 228). The French should not be worried. Accord-ing to Guillaume, French has a highly sophisticated article system which puts itinto the category of highly civilised languages (Guillaume, 1919: 228).The work of Damourette and Pichon, Des mots à la pensée. Essai de grammaire dela langue française, reveals similar attitudes. They consider that language forms avague subset within human thought: ‘even if it be not the whole of thought,language, at the least, pertains to thinking’ (Damourette & Pichon, 1927: par. 3).The authors make a distinction between free ideas, semièmes, minimal units ofmeaning, common to all persons, and classificatory ideas or taxièmes, which‘reflect the deepest character of a language’ (ibid. par. 6) and which serve as agrammatical framework. Their aim is therefore ‘to bring into consciousness theformative concepts by which a nation unconsciously organises and regulates itsthinking’ (Wilmet, 1996: 19), which in this case, would be the French taxonomicsystem. Taxièmes appear in discourse in the guise of taxiomes (bearers oftaxièmes). The greater the number of taxièmes/taxiomes, the more civilised andrefined the language (Damourette & Pichon, 1927: par. 7). Damourette andPichon further develop the theory of linguistic relativity. Language is a heredi-tary property of a race or a people:Therefore a tongue is essentially a system of thought, and that fact is theundeniable causal factor of the profound differences in mentality which areobservable from nation to nation (…) It follows that a language can bedefined as ‘a specific mode of thinking’ (ibid. par. 7).They add: ‘We are not (…) inclined to admit that heredity plays no role in theformation of the individual’s language’ (ibid. par. 10). Language is the unifyingfactor within nation and race: ‘Human beings who speak the same language (…)belong to the same race more or less’ (ibid. par. 14). In their eyes, French is ‘themost logical and most policed of all modern languages’ (ibid. par. 7).
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And so Damourette and Pichon consider that a French speaker is necessarily aclearer thinker than a speaker of any other language. Some sub-groups of Frenchspeakers do not however have access to the optimal taxonomic system(Damourette, 1942). These include women (Damourette, 1942: 8), the young(ibid. p. 14), Jews, the poor (Damourette & Pichon, 1927: par. 2589) and bilingualindividuals who have a ‘system of thought which is a compromise, half waybetween two languages’ (ibid. par. 74). This brings us back to the premise ofVaugelas that only the soundest part of the court is capable of correct usage andthat as a consequence, members of this group will be the clearest thinkers.It is easy to understand that those archaic beliefs cannot disappear from oneday to the next. And so it is that the French purist, confronted by the lists ofborrowed words proffered by Henriette Walter, feels both the threat of polit-ico-cultural domination by a foreign power, and the anxiety that this non-Frenchword is in fact a Trojan horse targeting the whole taxonomic system of French.The purist therefore rejects foreign words with the argument that the adoption ofsuch words would eventually make French incoherent, by destroying its internalharmony (Judge, 1993: 16), but the real motive is an anxiety concerning thedestruction of the underlying thought processes of French. Purists shudder at theimpure language of the young (Meschonnic, 1997; Dewaele & Fouyer, 1999). Forto speak ‘franglais’ is to think ‘franglais’, in short it is the ‘cocacolonisation’ ofFrench, the sacrifice of French culture, French hegemony and French identity.Purists thus believe that the language needs constant attention and that activeintervention is perfectly justified (Hagège, 1987: 137). A number of institutionscoordinate the witch hunt for borrowings, incorrect forms, morphological andsyntactical errors through the publication of journals and wordlists. TheDictionnaire de l’Académie thus presents the highly selective literary norm, the‘French language in its most pure and precise form and with all its classicalrigour’ (Wise, 1997: 226) and relegates technical and scientific lexis to the muchlarger Complément of 1842.Wilmet states that France and countries of France with a French languagetradition have a multitude of writers of grammaticalcolumns, who do not neces-sarily possess any linguistic knowledge but who describe themselves as admir-ers and policemen of the French language. These hordes, says Wilmet, are beingmarshalled by the ‘green centurions’ of the Académie. Their sacred mission is thedefence of the norm. One of their most effective instruments is the grammartaught in schools. Wilmet notes thatmodern language pedagogy is mostly concerned with spelling and respectof the norm. From all the possible varieties of French the grammar thusselects. Neologisms and borrowings are banned. Regional variation isproscribed. (Wilmet, 1997: 24)It is not surprising that French speakers feel inhibited when using their language(Wise, 1997: 238).The defenders of the norm are impotent, however, faced with the naturalevolution of the language and hence face the ‘enemy within’ (Wise, 1997: 237).One of the most basic observations is that different generations of the members ofa family do not speak exactly the same language, even though they can commu-nicate without any difficulty. Fouyer and Dewaele (1999) concluded that the
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language of the young with its neologisms and borrowings shows a healthy vital-ity as far as morphology, syntax and lexis are concerned. The capacity for changemust be seen as an advantage rather than a weakness.The purists should not worry. The presence of borrowings in French shouldnot be perceived as a menace. Fuchs (1997), in his analysis of the history ofborrowed words in French, reports that the waves of borrowings ‘have neveraffected the language in depth’. It possesses untold powers of assimilation(1997:3). He concludes: ‘The fear of French when faced by the invasion of foreign wordsis as traditional as it is excessive’ (1997: 4). The French person who orders unhamburger does not thereby compromises his system of thought, even if, byingesting the hamburger he subjects himself to the risk of bovine encephalitis.AcknowledgementWe wish to thank Penelope Gardner-Chloros, Madeleine Renouard and IanShort for their excellent suggestions.ReferencesDamourette, J. et Pichon, E. (1927) Des Mots à la pensée. Essai de grammaire de la languefrançaise. Paris: d’Artey.Damourette, J. (1942) L’acquisition de la langue nationale. Français moderne 12, 1–16.Dictionnaire de l’Académie (1835) (6th edition). Paris: Institut de France.Fouyer, K. et Dewaele, J.-M. (1998) La langue influence-t-elle la pensée ? Un état de laquestion. ITL Review of Applied Linguistics 121–122, 27–39.Fouyer, K. et Dewaele, J.-M. (1999) Les jeunes ne connaissent-ils plus leur languematernelle? Interface. Journal of Applied Linguistics 13 (2), 77–84.Fuchs, C. (1997) Les ambiguités du français. Paris: Orphys.Guillaume, G. (1919) Le problème de l’article et sa solution dans la langue française. Paris:Hachette.Guillaume, G. (1951) La représentation du temps dans la langue française. Langage etscience du langage (pp. 193–209). Paris: Nizet.Hagège, C. (1987) Le français et les siècles. Jacob: Paris.Judge, A. (1993)French: A planned language? In C. Sanders (ed.) French Today:Language inits Social Context (pp. 7–26). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.Meschonnic, H. (1997) De la langue française. Essai sur une clarté obscure. Paris: Hachette.Wilmet, M. (1996) Actualité de Jacques Damourette et Edouard Pichon. Langages 124,17–34.Wilmet, M. (1997) Grammaire critique du français. Hachette: Paris.Wise, H. (1997) The Vocabulary of Modern French. Origins, Structure and Function. London:Routledge.
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